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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Students: After reading “Connections,” name the four types of instruments found in an orchestra in the 
tree map below. In the boxes under each type, name a detail about or an example from each category. 
Answer the questions at the bottom in complete sentences. 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

1. What is an orchestra? 

2. How is a large orchestra different than a small orchestra?

Instruments in an Orchestra
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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Students: After reading “Around the World,” find types of music in the word search below 
created from https://thewordsearch.com. A list containing the terms to find is included. 
Answers may be horizontal, vertical, diagonal, frontward and backward. 
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December Enrichment Activities
Grades 3-6

Students: After reading “Wildville,” compare and contrast the animals in 
the article using the triple venn diagram below. You do not have to write in 
complete sentences. 
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Answer Key

Students: After reading “Connections,” name the four types of instruments found in an orchestra 
in the tree map below. In the boxes under each type, name a detail about or an example from each 
category. Answer the questions at the bottom in complete sentences. 
Parents/Teachers: Answers are below. 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

1. What is an orchestra? 
An orchestra is a large group of musicians who play together on a variety of bowed 
string, woodwind, brass and percussion instruments, following the lead of the 
conductor. The musicians usually play classical music. 

2. How is a large orchestra different than a small orchestra? 
The large orchestra has about 100 players and is called a symphony orchestra. The 
small orchestra has 30-40 players and is known as a chamber orchestra. 

Strings Woodwinds Brass Percussion

Instruments in an Orchestra

These
have 
vibrating 
strings.

They 
can be 
plucked. 

They can 
be played 
with a 
bow.

The violin 
is an
example.

a long 
hollow,
metal or 
wooden 
tube

blown 
to make 
sound

Contains a 
reed, a thin 
piece of 
wood

A clarinet 
is an 
example.

wind
instruments

Made of
metal

Has a cup
shaped 
mouth-
piece

The tuba 
is an 
example.

You can 
shake it 
to play it. 

A snare 
drum is 
an 
example. 

You can 
strike it to 
play it.

can be in 
a large 
or small 
orchestra 
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Students: After reading “Around the World,” find types of music in the word search below 
created from https://thewordsearch.com. A list containing the terms to find is included.
Answers may be horizontal, vertical, diagonal, frontward and backward. 
Parents/Teachers: Answers are below.
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Answer Key

Students: After reading “Wildville,” compare and contrast the animals in the 
article using the triple venn diagram below. You do not have to write in complete 
sentences. Parents/Teachers: Sample answers are below. 

Bats

Woodpeckers

Anna’s Hummingbird

use echolocation to find their young

Males make high-pitched sounds to 
defend their homes and find mates.

produce songs 2-4 times 
higher than what hu-
mans can hear. 

drum, peck and knock on wood 
to find mates and food, defend their 
space and build nests

usually peck in a pattern

will use rain gutters and houses as 
a pecking substitute for trees. 

have extra thick beaks, powerful
necks and a reinforced skull.  

performs aerial acrobatics
uses stunts to drive off 
competitors for food 
and mates

sings complex tunes

makes a loud squeak or 
whistle like a woodwind 
sound when their tail 
feathers catch the wind

use the sounds  
they make to 
their advantage

all fly

sing; are high pitched

produce low-sounding
beats like percussionists


